ARTS (30 credits)
English for academic purposes online
Making your learning count: Arts

BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT (30 credits)
Communication skills for business and management
Fundamentals of accounting

ENGINEERING, COMPUTING AND TECHNOLOGY (30 credits)
Engineering: origins, methods, context
Introduction to computing and information technology
Technologies in practice

HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE (30 credits)
Making your learning count: Health and Social Care

LANGUAGES (30 credits)
Exploring languages and cultures
Beginners’ Chinese
Beginners’ French
Intermediate French
Beginners’ German
Intermediate German
Beginners’ Italian
Intermediate Italian
Beginners’ Spanish
Intermediate Spanish
LAW (10 credits)
Law making in Scotland

MATHS (30 credits)
Discovering mathematics
Essential mathematics
Introducing statistics

SCIENCE (10 or 30 credits)
The frozen planet (10)
Galaxies, stars and planets (10)
Molecules, medicine and drugs: a chemical story (10)
Volcanoes, earthquakes and tsunamis (10)
Physics and Space (30)

SOCIAL SCIENCE (30 credits)
Economics in context
You and your money

SPORT AND EXERCISE (30 credits)
Making your learning count: Sport and Exercise

Full information about YASS courses and how to register can be found on our website: www.open.ac.uk/scotland/study/young-applicants-schools